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ABSTRACT
User modeling is critical for understanding user intents, while it
is also challenging as user intents are so diverse and not directly
observable. Most existing works exploit specific types of behavior
signals for user modeling, e.g., opinionated data or network struc-
ture; but the dependency among different types of user-generated
data is neglected.

We focus on self-consistence across multiple modalities of user-
generated data to model user intents. A probabilistic generative
model is developed to integrate two companion learning tasks of
opinionated content modeling and social network structure model-
ing for users. Individual users are modeled as a mixture over the
instances of paired learning tasks to realize their behavior het-
erogeneity, and the tasks are clustered by sharing a global prior
distribution to capture the homogeneity among users. Extensive
experimental evaluations on large collections of Amazon and Yelp
reviews with social network structures confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed solution. The learned user models are interpretable
and predictive: they enable more accurate sentiment classification
and item/friend recommendations than the corresponding baselines
that only model a singular type of user behaviors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
User modeling is essential for understanding users’ diverse pref-
erences and intents, which in turn provides valuable insights for
online service systems to adaptively maximize their service utility
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in a per-user basis [28, 36]. Numerous successes have proved its
value in practical applications. For example, Yan et al. [38] reported
that Click-Through Rate (CTR) of an ad can be averagely improved
as high as 670% by properly segmenting users for behavioral tar-
geted advertising in a sponsored search; and Zhang et al. [40] found
that modeling users’ review contents for explainable recommen-
dation improved CTR by more than 34.7% and conversion rate by
more than 25.5% in an online e-commence website.

User modeling is also challenging, as humans are self-interested
actors with diverse decision making autonomy. Their intents are
distinctive while not directly observable from the systems. Various
behavior signals have been explored, with different focuses in ex-
ploiting information about users’ intents. A large body of efforts
explore opinionated text data to understand users’ emphasis on
specific entities or aspects [13, 26]. The distribution of words and
their sentiment polarities are modeled in a statistical way to deci-
pher the embedded user intents. System logged behavior data, such
as opinion ratings and result clicks, provide direct supervision to
infer users’ latent preferences over the systems’ outputs [28] or
their decision making process [36, 40]. In parallel, social network
structure among users has been proved to be useful in examining
users’ interactive behaviors. The proximity between a pair of users
has been studied to understand social influence and information
diffusion [19], and network structure has been analyzed to examine
users’ social grouping and belonging [1, 18, 23].

However, most existing solutions restrict the analysis within a
specific modality of user behaviors, and fail to realize the depen-
dency among these different types of user-generated data, which
are essentially governed by the same intents in each user. We ar-
gue that in order to accurately and comprehensively understand
users, user modeling should consist of multiple companion learn-
ing tasks focusing on different modalities of user-generated data,
such that the observed behaviors (e.g., opinion ratings or social
connections) can be mutually explained by the associated models.
Our argument is also supported by the Self Consistency Theory [17]
in social psychology studies, as it asserts that consistency of ideas
and representation of the self are integral in humans.

In this work, we focus on user modeling in social media data,
where users generate opinionated textual contents to express their
opinions on various topics, and connect to others to form social
network. It is therefore an ideal platform for collecting various
types of user behavior data. We model distinct behavior patterns of
individual users by taking a holistic view of sentiment analysis and
social network analysis. In particular, we develop a probabilistic
generative model to integrate two complementary tasks of opinion-
ated content modeling for recognizing user preferences and social
network structure modeling for understanding user relatedness, i.e.,
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a multi-task learning approach [6, 11, 37]. In the first task, a sta-
tistical language model is used to model the generation of textual
contents, and a logistic regression model maps the textual contents
to the sentiment polarity. In the second task, a stochastic block
model [12] is employed to capture the relatedness among users. To
realize the diversity across individual users, we assume there are
multiple instances of both learning tasks in a population of users,
and different users are associated with different instances of them.
And to encode our consistency assumption about user behaviors,
we further assume an instance of opinionated content modeling
task is always coupled with an instance of social network structure
modeling task. For example, users who prefer history books tend to
connect to those who like memoirs but not those who like makeup.
Such pairing hence represents the shared user intents.

The problem of user modeling is thus formulated as assigning
users to those instances of paired learning tasks, which best explain
a particular user’s observed behaviors in bothmodalities. To capture
behavior heterogeneity of each individual user, such as a user might
be in favor of both history and science fiction books, wemodel a user
as a mixture over those instances of paired learning tasks. And to
reflect the homogeneity across users, i.e., different users might share
the same intent, we impose a globally shared Dirichlet Process (DP)
prior [22] over the instances of paired learning tasks. The clustering
property of DP is beneficial as draws from it often share some
common values and therefore naturally form clusters. Thus, we do
not need to specify the number of unique instances beforehand and
we use a data-driven approach to explore the possible setting of
potentially infinite number of instances.

We refer to the unique instance of paired tasks as a collective
identity in this paper, as it characterizes the behavior norms in a
collection of user-generated data [35]. To accommodate the variable
number of collective identities that a user can associate with, we
impose another DP prior over the mixing proportion of collective
identities in each user, i.e., a hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP)
[33] structure. Accordingly, we refer to this user-specific mixing
proportion as his/her personal identity. This design is also supported
by the social psychology theories about human’s formation and
evolution of behaviors. In particular, Self-Categorization Theory [24]
asserts that human beings are able to act at individual level (i.e.,
their personal identity) and social group level (i.e., their collective
identity). Overall, the objective of model learning is thus to infer
the posterior distribution of those shared learning tasks and the
belonging of each user to those tasks in a given population of users.

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed model for user
modeling, we performed extensive experiments on two different
sets of user reviews collected from Amazon and Yelp, together
with the social network structures. The results clearly demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed solution: the learned user models
are interpretable and unveil dominant behavior patterns across
users; they also introduce improved predictive power which is veri-
fied by the improved performance in a diverse set of applications,
such as sentiment classification, collaborative filtering based item
recommendation and friend recommendation, compared with the
state-of-the-art solutions in each of these problems.

2 RELATEDWORK
A great deal of efforts have been devoted in the exploration of
opinion-rich textual contents to understand users’ decision making
process [20, 25, 26]. Earlier works utilized both lexicon-based [13]
and learning-based [25, 26] solutions to classify sentiment polarity
of text data. Later finer-grained models were developed based on
topic modeling techniques to predict users’ detailed aspect-level
opinions and preferences [34, 36]. The development in modeling
user-generated text data directly enables personalized recommenda-
tion and retrieval. Zhang et al. [40] combined phrase-level sentiment
analysis with matrix factorization for explainable recommendation.
Ghose et al. [9] illustrated how user-generated content can bemined
and incorporated into a demand estimation model to generate a
new ranking system in product search engines.

In a parallel line of research, considerable efforts are made in
utilizing social network structure for user modeling. Huo et al. [16]
calculated the linking probability between a pair of users by in-
corporating social influence which is considered based on their
activities. Community structure in social networks has been inves-
tigated [1, 39], in which users are clustered to reflect their social
belongings and interactions. Leskovec et al. [18] studied signed net-
works in social media, with a focus on how the interplay between
positive and negative relationships affects the structure of online
social networks. Network embedding techniques [2, 32] have been
developed to project a social network onto a continuous space to
facilitate the study of affinity and grouping among users.

There are also works which combine opinionated text modeling
with social network modeling to improve the fidelity of learned
user models. Speriosu et al. [29] proposed to propagate labels from
a supervised classifier over the Twitter follower graph to improve
sentiment classification. Studies in [14, 30] incorporated user-user
interactions as side information to regularize sentiment classifica-
tion. Cheng et al. [3] leveraged signed social network to infer the
sentiment of text documents in an unsupervised manner. Tang et al.
[31] proposed to propagate emotional signals and text-based classi-
fication results via different relations in a social network, such as
word-microblog relations, microblog-microblog relations. However,
all the aforementioned works only treat the network as side infor-
mation for opinionated text modeling, and they do not explicitly
model the dependency between the two modalities of data. Our
work proposes a holistic view to unify the modeling of opinionated
text data and social network data, thus to understand user intents
from multiple complementary perspectives.

We view the modeling of different modalities of user behaviors
as a multi-task learning problem [6, 11, 37], which exploits the
relatedness between tasks to mutually reinforce each other. Similar
modeling approaches have been explored in user modeling before.
Fei et al. [7] used multi-task learning to predict users’ response (e.g.,
comment or like) to their friends’ postings regarding the message
content, where each user is modeled as a task and task relation is
defined by content similarity between users. Evgeniou and Pontil
[5] imposed task relatedness by constructing a common underlying
representation across different tasks, e.g., assuming users assess
product quality based on a common set of features describing these
products. The most related work with ours is [11], in which person-
alized sentiment classificationmodels are constructed via multi-task



learning. But the work studied sentiment classification problem
without modeling the generation of text data nor the associated
user interactions. It therefore cannot handle new users. We view the
modeling of different types of user-generated data as companion
learning tasks, and develop a generative model to integrate these
tasks across users.

3 METHODOLOGY
Self-consistence across multiple modalities of user-generated data
reflects user intents [17]. To exploit this unique property of user
behavior, we develop a probabilistic generative model to integrate
two companion learning tasks of opinionated content modeling and
social network structure modeling. Individual users are modeled as a
mixture over the instances of paired learning tasks to realize their
heterogeneity, and the tasks are clustered by sharing a global prior
distribution to capture the homogeneity among users. An efficient
stochastic EM algorithm [4] is developed to infer the posterior
distribution of task assignments and task structures.

3.1 Problem Definition
We focus on a typical type of social media data, user reviews, in
conjunction with the social network among users. Formally, denote
a collection of N users as U = {u1,u2, ...uN }, in which each user
ui is associated with a set of review documents Di =

{
(x id ,y

i
d )
} |Di |

d=1 .
Each document d is represented as a V -dimensional feature vector
xd , and yd is the corresponding sentiment label. We assume binary
sentiment labels (i.e., +1 for positive and -1 for negative) to simplify
the discussion, but the developed algorithm can be easily extended
to multi-grade or continuous rating settings. In this collection, each
user is connected to a set of other users, referred as friends. For
a pair of users ui and uj , a binary variable ei j denotes the affinity
between them: ei j = 1 indicates they are directly connected in the
network, i.e., friends, and otherwise ei j = 0. For user ui , we denote
the complete set of his/her social connections as Ei = {ei j }

N
j,i .

The task of opinionated content modeling is to specify the gen-
eration of review contents and sentiment labels in each individual
user, i.e.,p(Di ). And the task of social networkmodeling is to specify
the generation of friendship relations, i.e., p(Ei ). We pair these two
learning tasks across users to capture the consistency among differ-
ent modalities of user behaviors. We assume multiple instances of
these paired tasks exist in a collection of users, to reflect behavior
heterogeneity across individual users. This is also supported by the
Self-Categorization Theory as it states that “self-categorization is
comparative, inherently variable, fluid and context dependent”. As
a result, the problem of user modeling is formulated as learning
a distribution over these paired tasks in each individual user, i.e.,
p(Di ,Ei ) =

∫
p(Di ,Ei |πi )p(πi |ui )dπi , where the latent variable πi

indicates the distribution of those paired tasks in user ui , together
with estimating the configurations of paired tasks across users.

3.2 A Holistic User Modeling via Multi-Task
Learning

We model each individual user as a mixture over the instances of
paired learning tasks, so that each of his/her review documents and
social connections can be explained by different paired tasks. We

refer to each instance of the paired tasks as a collective identity. In
a given collection of users, we assume there are C unique collec-
tive identities shared across users. When modeling the opinionated
content in user ui , we use an indicator variable zid to denote the
assignment of a collective identity to his/her document (x id ,y

i
d ). We

employ a statistical language model to capture the generation of re-
view content, i.e.,p(x id |z

i
d ) ∼ Multi(ψzid

), which is aV -dimensional
multinomial distribution over the vocabulary. And we use a logistic
regression model to map the textual contents to binary sentiment
polarities as,

p(yid |x
i
d , z

i
d ) =

1
1 + exp(−yid ϕ̄

T
z i
d

x id )
, (1)

where ϕ̄z i
d
is a V -dimensional feature weight vector. Following

the setting in [11] to handle data sparsity issue, where the authors
suggest to further decompose the feature weight vector ϕ̄c into two
parts, one global component ϕs shared by all models, and one local
component ϕc just for this current model, we further decompose
ϕ̄c = ϕs + ϕc in our logistic regression model.

Putting these two components together, the task of opinionated
content modeling in user ui is formalized as,

p(Di |πi ) =
∏
d ∈Di

C∑
zid=1

p(yid |x
i
d , z

i
d )p(x

i
d |z

i
d )p(z

i
d |πi ) (2)

where we assume the review documents are independent from each
other given the collective identity assignments in user ui .

Based on the notion of collective identity, we appeal to the sto-
chastic block model [12] to realize the relatedness among users. We
assume the connection between a pair of users is determined by the
affinity strength between their corresponding collective identities,
rather than specifically who they are. For example, history book
lovers tend to connect to those who like memoirs. As a result, the
observed social connection ei j between user ui and uj is modeled
as a Bernoulli random variable governed by the corresponding pair-
wise affinity, i.e., ei j ∼ Bernoulli(Bzi→j ,zj→i ), where B is a C × C
matrix specifying the affinity between any pair of collective iden-
tities, and zi→j and zj→i denote the collective identities that user
ui and uj choose when forming this connection. Without loss of
generality, we do not assume the social affinity is symmetric. For
example, history book lovers tend to connect with memoirs lovers,
but it might not be true vice versa. As a result, the task of social
network structure modeling in user ui can be formalized as,

p(Ei |πi , zj→i ,B) =
∏

ei j ∈Ei

C∑
zi→j=1

p(ei j |Bzi→j ,zj→i )p(zi→j |πi ) (3)

again we assume that given the collective identity assignments on
the user connections, user ui ’s connections with other users are
independent from each other.

Based on the above specifications, each collective identity in-
dexed by c can be represented as a homogeneous generative model
characterized by a set of parameters θc = (ψc ,ϕc ,bc ), whereψc
is the parameter for the multinomial distribution in a language
model, ϕc is the feature weight parameter in a logistic regression
model, andbc is aC-dimensional parameter vector for the Bernoulli
distributions specifying affinity between the collective identity c



0.1 Graphical Representation of the Model
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In the Eq (1), G0 is the distribution drawn from DP parameterized by
concentration parameter ↵ and base distribution H, which represents the
global mixture. There is another distribution Gu drawn from the second
layer of DP parameterized by concentration parameter ⌘ and base distri-
bution G0. Thus each user will have a mixture probability draw from the
second DP to represent their proportion of di↵erent user groups when inter-
acting with others.
The cluster indicator zi!j represents which cluster the user ui belongs to
when he/she interacts with user uj and zi!j follows the multinomial dis-
tribution parameterized by ⇡ui . Correspondingly, the observed connection
between a pair of users (ui, uj) follows Bernoulli distribution parameterized
by zi!jBzT

j!i. The parameter B is a k ⇥ k dimension matrix and each el-
ement Bgh indicates that the probability of forming an edge when users in
group g interacting with users in group h.
We define the hyper parameters P = {↵, ⌘, �}, Q = {�, µ0,�

2
0, 

1
c ,�1c }, R =

1

Figure 1: Graphical model representation of HUB. The up-
per plate indexed by ∞ denotes the unified model parame-
ters for collective identities. The outer plate indexed by N
denotes distinct users. The inner plates indexed by N and D
denote each user’s social connections and review documents
respectively.

and all others. The affinity vectors of all the collective identities
constitute the aforementioned affinity matrix BC×C . The next step
is to specify the generation of the collective identities, such that
they best characterize the behavior homogeneity across a collection
of users.

Instead of manually selecting the number of collective identities
for each given collection of users, we take a data-driven approach
to jointly estimate the model structure embedded in the data and
the allocation of those learned models in each individual user. In
particular, we assume the parameter θc itself is also a random vari-
able drawn from a Dirichlet Process prior [8] with base distribution
H and concentration parameter α . Each draw from DP is a discrete
distribution consisting of weighted sum of point masses with lo-
cations drawn from H . Thus, draws from DP may share common
values and form clusters naturally. As a result, the number of unique
collective identities will be inferred from data automatically.

As a result, the global distribution of opinionated content and
social connections across users follows DP(H ,α), which can be
described by the following stick-breaking representation:

p(D,E) =
∞∑
c=1

γcδθc , (4)

where δθc is an indicator of the location centered at the sample
θc ∼ H , and {γc }∞c=1 represents the concentration of the unique sam-
ples θc in the whole collection. The corresponding stick-breaking
process for γ is defined as: γ ′c ∼ Beta(1,α),γc = γ ′c

∏c−1
t=1(1 − γt ),

which is a generalization of multinomial distribution with a count-
ably infinite number of components.

In particular, we impose aDirichlet distribution, i.e.,Dirichlet(β),
as the prior over the language model parameters {ψc }∞c=1; and an
isometric Gaussian distributionN (µ,σ2) as the prior for {ϕc }∞c=1 of
logistic regression models. A Beta distribution is introduced as the
prior over each element of the affinity matrix B, i.e.,bi j ∼ Beta(a,b).
Outside the DP prior structure, we also impose an isometric Gauss-
ian distribution N (µs ,σ2

s ) over the globally shared logistic regres-
sion parameter ϕs .

The global mixture structure defined in Eq (4) is to capture the
common user behavior patterns across all users; and the user-level

mixture structure is to capture each user’s specific characteristics.
To afford a mixture over a possibly infinity number of collective
identities, we introduce another layer of DP to model the mixture
proportion πi in user ui , which is referred as the personal iden-
tity, with the global mixture γ as the base distribution and its own
concentration parameter η. Another challenge introduced by this
possibly infinite number of collective identities resides in the mod-
eling of user social connections via the pairwise affinity between
collective identities (i.e., in Eq (3)). As the structure of collective
identities becomes unspecified under the DP prior, the affinity re-
lation becomes undefined. Because Beta distribution is conjugate
with the pairwise affinity measure matrix B, we can integrate out B
without explicitly specifying it. We will provide more details about
this special treatment in the later posterior inference discussions.

Putting all the developed components together, we obtain a full
generative model describing multiple modalities of user-generated
data in a holistic manner. We name the resulting model as Holistic
User Behavior model, or HUB in short; we illustrate our imposed
dependency between different components of HUB in Figure 1,
using a graphical model representation.

3.3 Posterior Inference
Since we formulate the problem of user modeling as assigning users
to the instances of paired learning tasks, i.e., collective identity, for
a given userui , we need to infer the latent collective identity zid that
he/she has used in generating the review document (x id ,y

i
d ), and

zi→j taken by him/her when interacting with user uj . Based on the
inferred collective identities in a collection of users, we can estimate
the posterior distributions of model parameters, which collectively
specify latent intents of users. In particular,ψc characterizes the
generation of textual contents under each collective identity; ϕc
and ϕs capture the mapping from textual contents to sentiment
polarities; B represents the affinity among collective identities.

Due to the conjugacy between Beta distribution in our DP prior
and the Binomial distribution over the users’ social connections,
the posterior distribution of zi→j can be analytically computed; but
the lack of conjugate prior for logistic regression makes the exact
inference for zid impossible. This also prevents us to perform exact
inference onϕc andϕs . As a result, we appeal to a stochastic Expec-
tationMaximization (EM) [4] based iterative algorithm for posterior
inference in these three types of latent variables. More specifically,
Gibbs Sampling method based on auxiliary variables [22] is utilized
to infer the collective identity for each review document possessed
by each user, i.e., {zid }

D
d=1, and the group membership for each

interaction, i.e., {zi→j }
N
j,i . This forms the E-step. Then, Maximum

A Posterior (MAP) is utilized to estimate the language model pa-
rameters {ϕc }∞c=1 and affinity matrix B, and Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) is utilized to estimate the parameters {ϕc }∞c=1
and ϕs for logistic regression model. This forms the M-step. During
the iterative process, we repeat the E-step and M-step until the
likelihood on the training data converges.

We first describe the detailed inference procedures of zid and
zi→j in each user’s review documents and social connections.



• Sampling zid . Given user ui , the conditional distribution of zid
and the mixing proportion πi is given by,

p(πi , z
i
d |Di ,Ei ,γ ,α ,η,Ψ,Φ) ∝ p({zid }

D
d=1 |πi ) (5)

p({zi→j }
N
j,i |πi )p(πi |γ ,η)p(y

i
d ,x

i
d |z

ui
d ,ψzid

,ϕzid
).

Due to the conjugacy between Dirichlet distribution p(πi |γ ,η) and
multinomial distributions p({zid }

D
d=1 |πi ) and p({zi→j }

N
j,i |πi ), we

can marginalize out πi in Eq (5). This leaves us the conditional
probability of zid in user ui given his/her rest collective identity
assignments,

p(zid |γ ,η) =
Γ(η)

Γ(η + ni⋆ + li⋆⋆)

C∏
c=1

Γ(ηγc + ni,c + li⋆,c )

Γ(ηγc )
, (6)

where ni,c denotes the number of reviews in ui assigned to col-
lective identity c , li⋆,c denotes the number of interactions ui and
his/her friends assigned to collective identity c , li⋆⋆ denotes the
total number of interactions ui has, andC denotes the total number
of unique collective identities at this moment. Thus, Eq (5) can be
computed as follows:

p(zid = c |Di ,Ei ,γ ,α ,η,Ψ,Φ)

∝ (n−di,c + li⋆,c + ηγc )p(y
i
d ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc ), (7)

where n−di,c represents the number of reviews from user ui assigned
to group c except the current review d .

Because of the dynamic nature of DP, we need to account for the
possibility that new model components are needed to explain the
observations. This requires us to compute the posterior predictive
distribution of p(yid ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc ), by marginalizing out ψc and ϕc .

We leverage a sampling scheme proposed in [22] due to the lack
of conjugate prior for logistic regression. We introduce a set of
auxiliary random variables of sizeM serving as new possible col-
lective identities, i.e., {ϕam }Mm=1, to define a valid Markov chain for
Gibbs sampling. On the other hand, due to the conjugacy between
Dirichlet and multinomial distributions, the posterior predictive
distribution of p(x id |ψzid ) can be analytically computed to avoid
sampling ψ when calculating likelihood in the auxiliary models.
Therefore, the posterior distribution of zid can be estimated by,

p
(
zid = c |Di ,Ei ,Φ, {ϕ

a
m }Mm=1,Ψ) (8)

∝ (n−di,c + li⋆,c + ηγc )p(y
i
d ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc )

=

{
(n−i,di,c + li⋆,c + ηγc )p(y

i
d ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc ) for 1 ≤ c ≤ C,

ηγe
M p(yid ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕ

a
c ) for C < c ≤ C +M .

where ηγe represents the total proportion for the remaining inac-
tive components in the stick-breaking process. In particular, the
p(yid ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc ) under existing and new collective identities can

be calculated respectively,

p(yid ,x
i
d |ψc ,ϕc ) = (9)

1
1+exp (−yid ϕ̄

T
c x

i
d )

mi
d⋆!∏V

v=1 m
i
d,v !

∏V
v=1ψc,v

mi
d,v for 1 ≤ c ≤ C,

1
1+exp (−yid ϕ̄

a
c
T x id )

Γ(β )
Γ(β+mi

d⋆)

∏V
v=1

Γ(mi
d,v+βv )
Γ(βv )

for C < c ≤ C +M

wheremi
d,v denotes the frequency of word v in review d andmi

d⋆
indicates the total number of words in review d . Again, following

the design in [11], we have ϕ̄am = ϕam + ϕs . Once an auxiliary
component is sampled, it will be added to the global collection
of collective identities; as a result, the configuration of collective
identities is dynamic rather than predefined.
• Sampling zi→j . Given user ui , the conditional distribution of
zi→j and πi is given by,

p(πi , zi→j |Di ,Ei ,γ ,α ,η,Ψ,Φ) ∝ p({zid }
D
d=1 |πi ) (10)

p({zi→j }
N
j,i |πi )p(πi |γ ,η)p(ei j |zi→j , zj→i ,B)

Similarly to the sampling procedure of zid , we can integrate out πi
to obtain the conditional probability of zi→j as follows,

p(zi→j = c |Di ,Ei ,γ ,α ,η,Ψ,Φ) (11)

∝ (ni,c + l
−(i→j)
i⋆,c + ηγc )p(e

i j |zi→j , zj→i ,B)

where zj→i is the collective identify that uj chose when interacting
with ui , B is the affinity matrix among all the collective identities,
and l−(i→j)

i⋆,c represents the number of interactions assigned to col-
lective identity c when user ui interacts with others except the
current interaction.

However, as we could have countably infinite number of collec-
tive identities in a collection of users, the dimension of the affinity
matrix B is undefined, which makes the explicit calculation of Eq
(11) impossible. Fortunately, because of the conjugacy between
Beta distribution and Bernoulli distribution, we can integrate out
the affinity matrix B to directly calculate the posterior predictive
distribution of the collective identity assignment that user ui has
taken when interacting with user uj ,

p(zi→j = c |Di ,Ei ,γ ,α ,η,Ψ,Φ, zj→i = h) (12)

∝ (ni,c + l
−(i→j)
i⋆, + ηγc )p(ei j |zi→j , zj→i=h ,B)

=

{
(ni,c + l

−(i→j)
i⋆,c + ηγc )B

ei j
ch (1 − Bch )

(1−ei j ) for 1 ≤ c ≤ C,

ηγe
Γ(ei j+a)Γ(1−ei j+b)

(a+b)Γ(a)Γ(b) for c = C + 1.

Based on the sampled results in E-step, we perform posterior
inference of {ψc }Cc=1, B, {ϕc }

C
c=1 andϕs to capture the specification

of those learning tasks in each identified collective identity. We
should note that as the collective identities have been determined
in each user, we do not need to handle the possible generation of
new components at this step; and we assume at this stage we have
in total C unique collective identities.
•Estimatingψc andB.Weuse theMaximumAPosterior principle
to infer the configuration of languagemodels and the affinitymatrix,
as conjugate priors have been postulated on them. Specifically,
the posterior distribution of ψc follows a Dirichlet distribution:
ψc ∼ Dirichlet(β +m), where each dimensionmv ofm represents
the frequency of word v occurring across all the reviews assigned
to the collective identity c .

Similarly, the posterior distribution of each element in B follows
a Beta distribution: Bдh ∼ Beta(a + e1,b + e0) where e0 and e1
denote the number of non-interactions and interactions generated
between collective identity h and д accordingly.
• Estimating ϕc and ϕs . As no conjugate prior exists for logistic
regression, we appeal to the maximum likelihood principle to esti-
mate ϕc and ϕs . Given the collective identity assignments in all the



review documents across users, the complete-data log-likelihood
over the opinionated contents can be written as,

L({ϕc }
C
c=1,ϕs ) =

N∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

log P(yid |x
i
d ,ϕzid

,ϕs ) (13)

+

C∑
c=1

logp(ϕc |µ,σ2) + logp(ϕs |µs ,σ2
s ).

Using a gradient-based optimizer, Eq (13) can be optimized effi-
ciently. With respect to the complete-data log-likelihood, the gradi-
ents for ϕc and ϕs on a specific training instance (x id ,y

i
d ) assigned

to collective identity zid can be formalized as follows:

∂L(·)

∂ϕc
=

N∑
i=1

∑
zid=c

x id
[
yid − p(yid = 1|x id )

]
−
(ϕc − µ)

σ 2 ,

∂L(·)

∂ϕs
=

N∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

x id
[
yid − p(yid = 1|x id )

]
−
(ϕs − µs )

σ 2
s

,

where the gradient for the globally shared sentiment model ϕs is
collected from all the opinionated documents, while the gradient for
sentiment modelϕc of each collective identity is only collected from
the documents assigned to it. As a result, ϕs captures the global
pattern in which users express their opinions, and ϕc captures
group-specific properties that users express opinions.

HUB can also predict sentiment polarity in a user’s unlabeled
review documents, and missing connections between users.
• Predicting yid . During the t-th iteration of stochastic EM, we
use the newly inferred collective identity zid and corresponding
sentiment model to predict yid in review x id of ui ,

P(yid |x
i
d , {ϕ

t
c }

Ct
c=1,ϕ

t
s ) =

Ct∑
c=1

P(zid = c)P(y
i
d = 1|x id ,ϕ

t
zid
,ϕts )

where
(
{ϕtc }

Ct
c=1, z

i
d ,ϕ

t
s
)
are the inferred latent variables at the t th

iteration, P(zid = c) is by Eq (8) for the inferred collective identity
for review, and P(yid |x

i
d ,ϕ

t
zid
) is computed by Eq (1). The posterior

of yid can thus be estimated via an empirical expectation after T
iterations,

P(yid = 1|x id , {ϕ
t
c }

Ct
c=1,ϕs ,α ,η,γ ) =

1
T

T∑
t=1

P(yid = 1|x id , {ϕ
t
c }

Ct
c=1,ϕ

t
s )

• Predicting ei j . Similarly, for each pair of user ui and uj , who are
not currently connected in the training data, we can predict their
connectivity by,

P(ei j = 1|B,γ ,η,a,b) =
1
T

T∑
t=1

∑
д,h

∫
dπi

∫
dπj

∫
dBдhP(ei j = 1|Bдh )

p(zi→j = д |πi )p(zj→i = h |πj )p(πi |γ ,η)p(πj |γ ,η) (14)

To avoid auto-correlation in the Gibbs sampling chain, samples
in the burn-in period are discarded and proper thinning of the
sampling chain is performed in our experiments.

3.4 Discussion
•Modeling Sparsity. The social network is usually sparse. That is,
they contain many zeros or non-interactions. We distinguish two
sources of non-interactions between them: the rarity of interactions
in general or the pair of users rarely interact. It is reasonable to
expect a large portion of non-interactions is caused by the limited
opportunity of contact instead of deliberate choices. Thus, we in-
troduce a sparsity parameter ρ to accommodate the two resources
where we define ρ as the proportion of deliberate choices among
both interactions and non-interactions. Thus, the corresponding
probability of generating a social connection can be rewritten as:

p(ei j |zi→j ,B, zj→i ) =

{
ρBzi→j ,zj→i ei j = 1,
1 − ρBzi→j ,zj→i ei j = 0.

•ComputationalComplexity. Inferring the latent collective iden-
tity zid that each user has used in generating the review document
(x id ,y

i
d ) is computationally cheap. Specifically, by Eq (8), updat-

ing the membership of all the documents imposes a complexity of
O
(
ND̄(C+M)

)
, whereND̄ is the total number of documents,C is the

number of collective identities andM is the size for auxiliary collec-
tive identities. While inferring the latent collective identity for each
interaction requires a complexity ofO(N 2C), as we need to consider
interaction among each pair of users. With the consideration of
sparsity, the computation for modeling interactions can be greatly
reduced from O(N 2C) to O(ρN 2C) as ρ usually takes a small value
indicating the proportion of deliberate choices. The overall com-
plexity for the proposed algorithm is thus O

(
ND̄(C +M) + ρN 2C

)
.

• Summarization. The proposed HUB model achieves the joint
modeling of opinionated content and social network structure. As
explicitly expressed in Eq (8), inferring the collective identity for
each document of one user depends on not only the other docu-
ments of the current user, but also the interactions between this
current user and other users. This is also true for inferring the collec-
tive identity for each pair of users as stated in Eq (12). This mutual
effects of textual documents and social connections well align with
the Self Consistency Theory: the user-generated documents and
interactions can be understood as two different representations of
self with the dependency being the integrality in humans.

As noticed, the assignment of latent collective identity for a par-
ticular document d in user ui is determined by three factors: 1) the
proportion of the current collective identity ηγc ; 2) the number
of documents and interactions of user ui belongs to a particular
collective identity (n−i,di,c + li⋆,c ); 3) the likelihood of the given
document under a candidate collective identity p(yid ,x

i
d |ψc ,ϕc ).

As a result, the choice of a proper collective identity for each doc-
ument/interaction not only relies on individual-level factors, i.e.,
whether the candidate collective identity can best explain the cur-
rent document/interaction, but also aggregate-level factors, i.e., if
the candidate collective identity closely aligns with the current
user’s other observations, together with its own popularity.

By inferring the posterior distributions of latent variables, im-
portant knowledge about each user can be discovered. First, the
posterior distributions of the set of parameters θc = (ψc ,ϕc ,bc ) re-
veal the distribution of words, sentiment preferences and pair-wise
affinities in a particular collective identity. Second, the posterior



distribution of each user’s personal identity p(πi |ui ), which is de-
fined as the assignment of collective identities for this particular
user, depicts an individual user’s intent in history. In fact, this dis-
tribution of each user, together with the learned affinities between
different collective identities, provides pair-wise user affinity that
is useful for many personalized applications.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed user modeling solu-
tion on two large collections of Amazon and Yelp reviews, together
with their network structures. Both quantitative and qualitative
evaluations are performed to assess the effectiveness of the pro-
posed solution for user modeling.

4.1 Datasets
We used two publicly available review datasets collected from
Amazon [21] and Yelp 1, for our evaluation purpose. In these two
datasets, each user is associated with a set of reviews, each of which
contains various attributes such as author ID, review ID, timestamp,
textual content, and an opinion rating in a discrete five-star range.
The Yelp dataset provides user friendship imported from users’ Face-
book friend connections, while there is no explicit social network
in Amazon dataset. We utilized the “co-purchasing” information to
build the network structure for Amazon users.

We pre-processed the two datasets: 1) labeled the reviews with
1 and 2 stars as negative, and those with 4 and 5 stars as positive
(reviews with 3 stars are considered as neutral, and thus ignored);
2) excluded reviewers who posted more than 1,000 reviews and
those whose positive or negative review proportion is greater than
90% (little variance in their opinions and thus easy to classify);
3) ordered each user’s reviews with respect to their timestamps.
We constructed the text feature vector for each review by both
unigrams and bigrams based on a union of top features selected
by Chi-square and information gain. We selected 5,000 and 3,071
features for Amazon and Yelp datasets respectively. From the re-
sulting datasets, we randomly sampled 9,760 Amazon reviewers
and 10,830 Yelp reviewers for evaluation. From 9,760 Amazon users,
there are 105,472 positive and 37,674 negative reviews; and from
10,830 Yelp users, there are 157,072 positive and 51,539 negative
reviews. Correspondingly, we have 269,180 edges and 113,030 edges
in the resulting Amazon and Yelp social networks respectively, re-
sulting in an average of 27.6 and 10.5 friends per user. This indicates
most users are not directly connected with others.

4.2 The Formation of Collective Identities
First of all, it is important to study the inferred collective identities
by the proposed model. We traced the complete-data log-likelihood
during the iterative process, the number of inferred collective iden-
tities, together with the sentiment classification quality in hold-out
testing reviews, during each iteration of posterior inference in HUB
to assess the model’s clustering property and predictive ability.
The results on the two datasets are demonstrated in Figure 2. We
collected results in every three iterations after the burn-in period.

It is clear that the likelihood keeps increasing during the iterative
process and converges later on. It increasesmuch faster at the earlier
1Yelp dataset challenge. http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge

stage when more collective identities are generated to cover the
diversity in user behaviors. Accordingly, the collective identities
become stable and a more accurate estimate of behavior models can
be achieved in the later stage, leading to the improved sentiment
classification performance, especially for the negative class as its
training observations are quite limited.

We are also interested in the unified behaviors of each collective
identity learned through the paired tasks in HUB. As we examine
the most frequently used words under different collective identities
for generating review contents, it is easy to recognize the cohesive
factor that defines them, such as the type of restaurants in Yelp
and the category of products in Amazon. Correspondingly, each
collective identity is associated with its own language style to ex-
press sentiment polarity. At the same time, the interactions among
different collective identities are also discovered to indicate the
affinity among them. In order to demonstrate the learned behaviors
of collective identities, we selected a subset of collective identi-
ties learned from Yelp dataset and visualized their corresponding
behavior patterns in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, each collective identity is represented as a node with
three behavior patterns: a word cloud summarizes the frequently
used words, a set of sentiment words depict the attitudes, and
connections to other nodes represent the affinity. As shown in
the word cloud, it is easy to tell the cohesive semantics of each
collective identity, i.e., Asian v.s., Italian restaurants. The two sets
of words on the left are the most representative words used to
indicate the sentiment polarities under each collective identity, the
words in orange are associated with positive learnt weights and
those in blue are with negative weights. It is clear that different
collective identities tend to use different words to express opinions.
The green lines among collective identities indicate the affinity
between each pair of them, with darker and thicker lines indicating
stronger affinity. We can recognize that strong connections are
detected in “similar" collective identities where the similarity can be
understood from both their interested topics and the corresponding
sentiment words. By jointly modeling different modalities of user-
generated data, HUB recognized the collective identities which are
interpretable and descriptive.

4.3 Personalized Sentiment Classification
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of opinionated content mod-
eling by HUB, we compared the proposed HUB model with the
following five baselines for sentiment classification: 1)MT-SVM:
it is a state-of-the-art multi-task learning solution proposed in [6],
which encodes the task relatedness via a shared linear kernel across
tasks without accumulating similar behavior patterns for infor-
mation sharing. 2) MTLinAdapt+kMeans: to verify the effects
of proposed clustering algorithm, we followed [10] to perform k-
means clustering of users based on training reviews to estimate
sentiment model for each user group in a multi-task fashion. 3)
cLinAdapt: the model [11] leveraged the Dirichlet Process to ex-
plore the clustering property among users while neither mixed
membership for each user nor network structure is considered in
the exploration. 4) cLinAdapt+HDP: the model considered indi-
vidual’s diversity inside a group by jointly modeling the generation
of text contents and the sentiment labels, while social connections

http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge


Figure 2: Trace of likelihood, model size and sentiment classification performance when training HUB on Amazon and Yelp.
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Figure 3: The identified behavior patterns among a subset of
collective identities on Yelp dataset.

are neglected. 5) Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning (GB-
SSL) : we followed [41] to construct a network among the textual
reviews based on two layers of proximity between each pair of
documents: the affinity between the owners of the two reviews and
the proximity of the text contents of the two reviews.

In this experiment, we chronologically partitioned the review
data into two parts: the first half for training and the second half
for testing. Due to the biased class distribution in both datasets, we
used F1 measure as evaluation metric for both classes in each user,
and used macro average among users to compare the classification
performance. Detailed performance can be found in Table 1. Due to
the large variance of the review size among users, there exists large
variance in the macro average F1 across all the users. Therefore,
we utilized the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to verify whether their
population mean ranks differ, i.e., whether the difference between
a paired value is significant.

Overall, HUB achieves encouraging classification performance
as it outperforms all the baselines except MT-SVM for Amazon
dataset. Compared with the k-means based user grouping strat-
egy, the automatically identified collective identities can better
capture the commonality shared among all users. Different from
the DP-based clustering algorithm, cLinAdapt, HUB relaxes the
assumption that one user can only have one single membership
and allows mixed membership, which directly helps capture the
diversity existing in each individual user, thus yields better senti-
ment classification performance. cLinAdapt+HDP baseline assigns

Table 1: Personalized sentiment classification results.

Models Amazon Yelp
Neg F1 Pos F1 Neg F1 Pos F1

Base 0.6300 0.8858 0.8141 0.9385
MT-SVM 0.6929∗ 0.8992∗ 0.8633 0.9591
MTLinAdapt+kMeans 0.6224 0.8390 0.8453 0.9336
cLinAdapt 0.6842 0.8752 0.8574 0.9527
cLinAdapt+HDP 0.6846 0.8868 0.8556 0.9566
GBSSL 0.6179 0.8847 0.8303 0.9529
HUB 0.6905 0.8934 0.8647∗ 0.9595∗

∗: p-value<0.05 under Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

each user’s mixed membership simply based on review contents,
thus it cannot benefit from the information provided by social net-
work. GBSSL leverages the social connections as regularization to
enhance the sentiment prediction, while mutual influence between
text contents and network structure are ignored.

In order to further diagnose the performance difference between
MT-SVM and HUB, we looked into the classification performance
with respect to user-specific statistics, i.e., the number of reviews
and the number of friends. We found that MT-SVM performs well
on those users with sufficient training review data. That is, either
the user has a large amount of reviews to support an accurate
estimation of his/her sentiment model; or the user’s attitude is
quite unified and a handful of reviews are sufficient. However, our
proposed model is superior to MT-SVM for the users with limited
amount of review data while possessing a rich number of friends,
i.e., users with an average of 2.2 training reviews and an average of
40 friends. This observation clearly reflects the unique advantage
of our proposed model: the social connections help users with
limited training reviews identify appropriate collective identities,
thus achieve more accurate sentiment classification results.

4.4 Serve for Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering is popularly utilized in modern recommender
systems to make predictions about the interests of a user by col-
lecting information from others. The key component is to infer the
similarity between users in order to achieve accurate recommen-
dations. The learned distinct personal identity of each user from
HUB, i.e., the mixture of collective identities, naturally serves as a
good proxy of user preferences.

In this experiment, we evaluated the utility of learned personal
identities of individual users and affinity among collective identities
from HUB, in a collaborative filtering based recommendation. In
order to construct a valid set of ranking candidates, we split each



user’s reviewed items into two sets: the items in training reviews
and those in testing reviews. The training reviews are utilized to
train each user’s personal identity while the testing reviews provide
the relevant items for ranking. For a specific userui , we also selected
irrelevant items from the users who have ratedui ’s purchased items
in their training set. Since many items are rarely rated, we utilized
the popularity of each item as the threshold to filter the irrelevant
items. The popularity is defined as the number of reviews the item
received among all the users’ training reviews and the same set
of candidate items are maintained in all the algorithms. For each
candidate item, we selected the target user’s top K most similar
neighbors who also reviewed this item, and calculated the weighted
average of neighbors’ actual overall ratings to act as ranking score
for this item. Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and
mean average precision (MAP) are used to measure the quality of
the recommendation.

To evaluate the recommendation performance, we selected three
algorithms which achieve decent sentiment classification perfor-
mance among the five baselines, i.e., MT-SVM, cLinAdapt, cLi-
nAdapt+HDP, and leveraged their learned sentiment models for
similarity calculation on both Amazon and Yelp datasets. For the
proposed HUB model, each pair of users’ personal identities, to-
gether with the corresponding social affinity, are utilized to calcu-
late the similarity between them,

sim(ui ,uj ) =
G∑
д=1

H∑
h=1

ui,д · uj,h · Bдh (15)

We include a baseline that makes recommendations by the simple
average of ratings from all the users who reviewed the item, and
name it as Average. In addition, since low-rank matrix factorization
based solutions have achieved decent empirical performance in
collaborative filtering, we also include two baselines, SVD++ [15]
and factorization machine (FM) [27] for comparison.

In the testing phrase, we selected users with at least one relevant
ranking item, which resulted in 7216 and 9247 valid users for the
Amazon and Yelp respectively. We selected 3 and 50 as popularity
threshold, which ended up with 31 and 103 average ranking can-
didates for the two datasets. Because the average number of users
who reviewed the same item in training data is 1.3 in Amazon and
5.8 in Yelp, we select top-4 neighbors for ranking score calculation
for both datasets. We reported the NDCG and MAP performance
across all users in Table 2. As we can see, HUB achieves encouraging
recommendation performance on both datasets, which indicates
the learned personal identity and social affinity accurately capture
the relatedness among users regarding their preferences over the
recommended items. Matrix factorization based methods can only
exploit the observed association between users and items, but not
the opinionated text contents. Due to the very sparse distribution
of items in both datasets, matrix factorization based methods suffer
in performance.

4.5 Serve for Friend Recommendation
The social network structure modeling in HUB helps friend rec-
ommendation. In particular, it is more important to provide friend
recommendation to new users in a system: they may actively post
textual contents but may have very few friends in the system,

Table 2: Collaborative filtering results on Amazon and Yelp.

Models Amazon Yelp
NDCG MAP NDCG MAP

Average 0.7813 0.6573 0.6606 0.4700
MT-SVM 0.7982 0.6798 0.7519 0.5847
cLinAdapt 0.7926 0.6725 0.7548 0.5898
cLinAdapt+HDP 0.7956 0.6766 0.7598 0.5989
SVD++ 0.5502 0.3853 0.5731 0.3880
FM 0.4874 0.3110 0.4057 0.1979
HUB 0.7993 0.6816 0.7685 0.6082

Table 3: Friend recommendation results on Yelp.

Train Size BoW SVM HUB
NDCG MAP NDCG MAP NDCG MAP

4000 1.0003 1.0230 1.0314 1.3130 1.1017 1.8779
6000 1.0002 1.0419 1.0128 0.9222 1.1137 1.5928
8000 1.0010 1.0887 1.0602 1.4194 1.1428 2.6532

which may lead to poor friend recommendation from most existing
network-based recommendation solutions. Our proposed model
can overcome this limitation by utilizing user-generated textual
contents to infer their personal identity, thus to provide helpful
friend recommendation.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model with
respect to friend recommendation, we split the whole set of users
into varying sizes of training users and a fixed set of testing users.
As we only have the friendship for Yelp dataset, we performed
this experiment on this dataset. More specifically, we selected 4000,
6000 and 8000 users for training and utilized another set of 2830
users for testing. For the training users, all their textual reviews,
together with the social connections are used for model training.
Based on the trained model, each testing user’s personal identity is
inferred based on their review contents. Then, both the social affin-
ity and the personal identity are utilized to calculate the similarity
between each pair of users to serve as the ranking score for friend
recommendation, as described in Eq (14).

We include a baseline which utilized SVM to estimate the affin-
ity among different collective identities. We also include another
baseline which represents each user with a BoW representation by
aggregating all their reviews. Though matrix factorization based
methods are widely used in recommender systems, they do not ap-
ply in this case as there is no direct friendship connection between
training and testing users. NDCG and MAP are utilized to evaluate
the effectiveness and we reported the performance in Table 3 by
comparing against a random solution, i.e., divide the performance
by the performance of a random recommendation.

It is clear the proposed model achieves the best performance in
friend recommendation as the accurate proximity between pairs of
users are properly identified. A simple BoW representation cannot
well represent users and therefore leads to poor similarity mea-
surement between users. Compared with the SVM based learning
method, our model can benefit from the affinity between distinct
collective identities, thus to provide an accurate approximation of
user similarity. This experiment further verifies the effectiveness of
the identified affinity among collective identities. At the same time,
it proves the necessity for joint modeling of opinionated content



modeling and network structure modeling in order to get an overall
understanding of users.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In the paper, we studied the problem of user behavior modeling
by utilizing multiple types of user generated data. We proposed a
generative model HUB to integrate two companion learning tasks
of opinionated content modeling and social network structure mod-
eling, for a holistic modeling of user intents. The learning tasks
are paired and clustered to reflect the homogeneity among users
while each user is modeled as a mixture over the instances of paired
tasks to indicate heterogeneity. The learned user behavior models
are interpretable and predictive in enabling more accurate senti-
ment classification and item/friend recommendations on two large
collections of review documents from Amazon and Yelp with corre-
sponding social network structures.

Several areas are left open for our future explorations. In the
current work, we have not considered the timestamp of the gen-
eration of reviews or social connections while they are generated
sequentially. Utilizing the temporal information can further help
capture the evolution of social network and users’ behaviors. We
have assumed each opinionated document is associated with one
specific language model, which only allows us to identify cate-
gorical patterns of word distribution, rather than the fine-grained
topical patterns. Introducing topic models would enable us to study
more detailed user opinions at an aspect level.
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